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Laboratory Glassware






Laboratory Glassware
Hamilton Laboratory Glass products are made to the highest standard for use in labs in industry and in education.
Our highly trained workforce create intricate glasswork to the highest specification. As well as creating standard flasks, stills and general lab equipment, we also produce bespoke glasswork to meet our clients’ requirements.
 View Our Range Download Catalogue



Product Range




Absorption Tubes

Designed with rimmed edges or with ground joints with stopper. "U" form design for gas washing & drying.






Adaptors

Reduction Adaptor
Made of borosilicate glass, socket adaptor connects large size ground joints.
Expansion Adaptor
Made of borosilicate glass, socket adaptor connect small size ground joints.
Other Adaptors
	Interchangeable Adaptors made of borosilicate glass.
	Cone to tubing Adaptor
	Socket to tubing Adaptor
	90° Adaptors
	"T" Connection Adaptors
	Swan Neck Adaptors
	Multiple Adaptors
	Sintered Adaptors
	Stopcock Adaptor
	Bespoke Adaptor







Multi Joint Adaptors

We can manufacture a variety of adaptors which incorporate different ports, to reduce the need for adaptors.






Laboratory Bottles

Borosilicate glass with thread ISO-GL45 complete with screw cap and pouring ring, Clear and Amber available.






Chemistry Sets

Progressive range of semi-micro sets, designed to cover the widest range of techniques in organic chemistry. All items are made to the highest possible standards associated with Hamilton Laboratory Glass; being completely interchangeable and easily replaced should a loss or breakages occur. We can also supply bespoke sets.






Chromatography Columns

Borosilicate glass columns for rapid, preparative separations. We can manufacture a wide range of columns for any application. Option of plain, ground joint, PTFE or glass Stopcock, with or without sintered disc. A range of lengths and different diameters can be manufactured.






Coils

Borosilicate glass coils, We are able to manufacture a number of different style coils with different pitch and overall lengths.






Condensers

A Large range of interchangeable condensers available for any application:
	Liebig Condensers
	Coil, Double Coul & Jaketed Coil Condensers
	Double surface condensers
	Allihn Condensers
	Distillate
	Air
	Inland







Demulsification Tube

Borosilicate 100ml Tube with a 28mm screwthread used for standard methods of testing for water & sediment in petroleum products.
Graduation 0-100ml in 2ml increments 
(Larger or smaller screwthreads available)






Domes

Borosilicate glass domes made from tubing, these can vary in size and length depending on requirements.






Flanges

Ground vacuum flat flanges, components for further processing or we can manufacture your vessels for you.






Multi Flange Lids

These lids can have a variety of ports including Screwthreads and flange sizes of different diameters to eliminate the use of adaptors.






Laboratory Flasks

Laboratory Flasks manufactured from borosilicate glass in a range of different styles including
	ROUND BOTTOM
	FLAT BOTTOM
	ERLENMEYER
	PEAR 

Ranging in a variety of capacities from 10ml to 20L
We can provide them with various interchangeable joints or plain neck.
 






Filter Funnels

Borosilicate funnels can be a range of sizes, along with plain stem or interchangeable ground joint, we can also offer sintered funnels.






Separating Funnels

Commonly used in liquid-liquid extraction. Cylindrical, Spherical and Conical, PTFE or Glass Tap, styles available along with bespoke options if required.






Gas Wash and Dreschel Bottles

Often used to dissolve gasses in a liquid. All our gas wash bottles comply with BS 2461, we have a range of different capacities and can manufacture bespoke designs at request. We can provide plain stem or sintered stems.






Bespoke Manifolds

Bepsoke manifolds with any design, we can include Glass Stopcock, Valve style taps and PTFE stopcocks or Plain. We manufcature our own glass nozzles and can add any jointware required. 






P.T.F.E. Glassware

Our skilled staff are able to manufacture a variety of glassware incorporating PTFE stopcock, along with Valves and glass stopcocks.






Reagent Bottles

Interchangeable hollow blown stoppers or alternatively polypropylene stopper, Clear and Amber.






Screwthreads

Standard GL and SVL threads manufactured to British standards, These tops make an airtight seal and can be made in various sizes to suit different requirements. These can be supplied with caps, washers, silicon rings, and PTFE washers if required.






Screwthread Adaptors

Secure thermometers to glassware with these adaptors. Arrange of different styles available including; 90° & straight connectors, "T" & "Y" shape Connectors.






Screwcaps

A range of screwcaps can be supplied that are suitable to use with GL, SQ and SVL thread types, we can provide these with or without holes.
We can also supply a range of silicone rings and PTFE fittings for these along with hose connectors. 






Sintered Glassware

Glassware with a porous section for filtration or gas dispersion, 0-5 Porosities available. With the higher number being the most finest.






Ground Standard Sockets & Cones


SQUARE “B” LENGTH
British standard ground sockets, with square finish for all applications, robust construction. Bespoke wall thickness and glass sizes also available 



ROUNDED “B” LENGTH
 British standard ground sockets, with round finish for all applications, robust construction. Bespoke wall thickness and glass sizes also available.



WITH CUP “B” LENGTH
British standard ground sockets for all applications, robust construction. Bespoke wall thickness and glass sizes also available



CONES “B” LENGTH
British standard precision ground cone all interchangeable. Bespoke wall thickness and glass size also available



SKIRTED CONES “B” LENGTH
British standard precision ground cone all interchangeable. Bespoke wall thickness and glass size also available



STANDARD “A” LENGTH
 International standard long ground sockets for all applications, robust construction. Bespoke wall thickness and glass sizes also available



CONES “A” LENGTH
International standard long precision ground cone all interchangeable. Bespoke wall thickness and glass size also available



SKIRTED CONES “A” LENGTH
International standard long precision ground cone all interchangeable. Bespoke wall thickness and glass size also available



STANDARD “C” LENGTH
 International standard short ground sockets for all applications, robust construction. Bespoke wall thickness and glass sizes also available



CONES “C” LENGTH
 International standard short precision ground cone all interchangeable. Bespoke wall thickness and glass size also available



SKIRTED CONES "C" LENGTH
 International standard short precision ground cone all interchangeable, tight connection so less greasing is required. Bespoke wall thickness and glass size also available









Threaded Sockets

We can manufacture a range of Threaded Sockets, these are heavy wall and parallel joints that provide you with a safe locking joint.






Soxlet Extractor

A wide range of extractors available to suit most types of samples.






Spherical Joints


SPHERICAL GROUND CUP JOINTS
British Standard flexible and robust Ground Cup Joints 



SPHERICAL GROUND BALL JOINTS
British Standard flexible and robust Ground Ball Joints



SPHERICAL “O” RING CUP JOINTS
British Standard flexible and robust “O” Ring Cup Joints 



SPHERICAL “O” RING BALL JOINTS
British Standard flexible and robust “O” Ring Ball Joints 









Splash Heads

A range of splasheads for use in distillation assemblies






Stillheads

 A range of Stillheads for use in distillation assemblies, connect flasks to condensers.






Stoppers

We can supply hollow blown C & B type glass stoppers with hexagonal top, we can also manufacture bespoke stoppers, please contact us to discuss. 






Tilt Measure

Borosilicate glass Kipps-pattern tilt measure/pipette. Range of capacities and connection sizes available. Reservoirs can also be purchased






Reaction Vessels

Can be used for a multitude of laboratory applications, manufactured with or without jacket. Small or large capacities.








Contact Us


Address
	Unit A1, Continental Approach, Westwood Industrial Estate, Westwood, Margate CT9 4JG
	Company Reg. No. 01112437
	VAT No. 202 0405 43



                            01843 232633
 sales@hamiltonlabglass.com
                    

Our Policies
	Hamilton Data Protection Policy
	Hamilton Quality Policy
	Water Still Brochure
	ISO Certificate 2023
	Water Still Manual
	Product Catalogue
	Hamilton Glass Brochure
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